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Transport Check

“ NO STEPPING

OUT OF LINE!”


Task Definition:

The SAP system of GC-Gruppe consists of ten
clients and more than 200 company codes; it is
adapted by four different consulting companies and
five internal staff members. A large number of clientdependent and -independent transports are
generated and imported every day. Imports that
were performed in the wrong order led to
inconsistencies between the systems – the
overtakers were usually only detected after they had
been imported into the production system.
Troubleshooting was done under great time
pressure and required much work, as some of the
orders in the quality assurance system were
imported correctly. The internal staff had to invest a
great deal of time to ensure appropriate quality
control



Solution:

GC-Gruppe decided to implement the consolut
Transport Check.

 Our Customer:
GC-Gruppe
On the map for more than 90 years: GC-Gruppe is
an association of more than 100 wholesalers serving
customers at over 800 locations all over Germany.
As the German market leader in housing technology,
GC-Gruppe offers services and innovative products
in the fields of sanitary engineering, heating, air
conditioning/ventilation,
electric
engineering,
installation and roofing.

 Customer benefit:
Task:
GC-Gruppe was looking for a solution that would
allow them to detect inconsistencies and problems
resulting from "overtakers" before they were imported
into the production system. The ultimate aim was to
support and accelerate quality assurance.
Solution:
The consolut Transport Check is a simple and
reliable tool that helps users identify dependencies
between transport orders. The add-on can be easily
integrated into the SAP standard in a matter of
minutes.
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Implementation:

GC-Gruppe decided to install the consolut Transport
Check. In just a few minutes, the tool was delivered
to and installed in the SAP ERP system of GCGruppe – no further steps required.
The consolut Transport Check detects all
interdependent transports – irrespective of the client
– even if they are not immediately recognizable as
such based on the short description in the transport
queue.
The tool compares the content of transport orders to
be imported. If two interdependent orders are
imported in the correct order, or imported together in
chronological order, the consolut Transport Check
remains in the background. If an order is forgotten or
skipped, it turns into an overtaker, and the system
blocks the import of all interdependent orders. An
error message is displayed that lists all overlapping
objects together with the overtaken orders.
Initial tests by the internal SAP consultants of GCGruppe quickly revealed the effectiveness of the
consolut Transport Check: no more analyzing
transactions that become non-functional after being
overwritten in the production system.
After a successful test phase, the consolut Transport
Check was integrated into the production system.



Result:

Since the go-live of the consolut Transport Check,
GC-Gruppe has not experienced any inconsistencies
between its systems. There are no errors in the
production system due to transport overtakers. The
internal SAP consultants spend much less time on
the quality assurance of transport orders.
"The consolut Transport
Check has enabled us
to import transports of
many project members
safely
and
without
errors."
Ludger Schoo
Team Leader SAP
FI/CO
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